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Automotive rearview mirror assemblies in the automotive industry generally have one or more frames having a relatively large
footprint to accommodate the reflective element, a support for the reflective element and a housing for the support and
reflective element. However, the large footprint of the frame provides a large surface area for environmental or weather
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elements to impact the mirror. As such, it is generally desirable to reduce the footprint of the mirror. A rearview mirror
assembly constructed in accordance with the present invention has a relatively small footprint that is less susceptible to

environmental elements. The rearview mirror assembly generally comprises a housing having an interior, a reflective element
supported in the interior of the housing and a supporting frame coupled to the housing. The frame has an elongated portion

disposed within the interior of the housing and a second portion coupled to the elongated portion. The rearview mirror assembly
further comprises an actuation lever coupled to the elongated portion of the frame for movement between a locked position and

an unlocked position. The elongated portion of the frame is configured for movement between a first folded position and a
second folded position wherein the second portion of the frame is in either an opened or a closed position. Opera 10 Beta
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